
Based on the origin story of Leaf, this is a literary response by BL, 17, from Youth 
Infinity (a service by AMKFSC Community Services) 
 
One time there was a leaf who dreamt of being the tallest one among its friends, it 
worked hard by always getting the most sunlight and gathering the most food. 
The leaf has never cheated its way into getting bigger. 
 
All of this continued until one day a bug offered the leaf another type of food and 
promised that this will get him taller and bigger way faster. The leaf knew this was 
too good to be true and denied the offer. Days went on and the leaf realised that 
his routine did not show as much results as before, it was getting repetitive and 
boring for the leaf to do this everyday as to the leaf, it was wasted effort. The leaf 
then recalled what the bug had said about the food allowing him to grow much 
faster. The bug returned one day and saw how desperate the leaf wanted to grow. 
The bug then offered the food again.  
 
This time the leaf got curious and thought “why not try it once and see how it will 
affect me? I doubt I will rely on this food to grow in the future.” The leaf then 
accepted the food and tried it immediately, to its surprise, it grew way bigger than 
a week's amount of effort. Ever since that day the leaf relied on the food to grow, 
day by day it would not consume anything else but the food that the bug had 
offered the leaf. Out of a sudden, the leaf got too big and heavy, the tree could 
not support the weight of the leaf anymore so, it just fell of the tree and landed on 
the grass below. From wanting to be the tallest and biggest leaf among its friends, 
it is now the lowest. 
 
However, that did not stop the leaf from pursuing its dreams. The leaf then told 
itself that it should not rely on the food to grow anymore as it was cheating, the 
leaf then continued trying to grow the natural way. The leaf grew and grew day by 
day, nobody believed that the leaf could get itself back on its feet but to 
everyone’s surprise, it did. The leaf surprisingly grew into a tree which shocked 
others. Till this day the leaf might not be the tallest tree but at least it is still 
growing. 
 


